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No - your eyes do not deceive you!
Your exceedingly late April issue is in
fact dated May. Because of budget
problems it was deemed necessary to
drop an issue before the end of the
financial year and April proved to be
the unlucky month. You will probably get your June issue right at the
beginning of that month and I expect
it to be a bumper issue as it will be my
swan song for the present, but more
of that in a moment...
I apologise for the dropping of an
issue. I wasn't at all keen on the idea
butasI then proceeded to be involved
in a chapter of accidents that included having the car off the road for
three weeks, a period of intensive
study and a ripped, stitched thumb
(that was just for starters), I came to
the conclusion that the fates were
against an April Skysailor. All is now
back to normal. I have a car and the
use of my right hand - and you have
Skysailor.
On June 3rd I am off on my travels spending June 10 to July 20 in the
States, hopefully taking in California
(including the Owens Valley XC),
New Mexico and Philadelphia to
meet up with Denis Pagen. From
there it's England where I plan to visit
such as John Pendry and Monique,
Michel Camet, Wings magazine and
as many more as possible.
Finances permitting I shall also be
visi ting France, Germany, Austria
and Switzerland and visiting those
responsible for such magazines as

Cross Country, Vol Libre and Drachenflieger. I'm provisionally booked
to return in December but shall see
how things pan out and may not return until Marchi April time.
If any of you have good contacts,
information, advice or "missions"
you would like me to undertake,
please get in touch. I'm hoping to be
able to write a few articles so let me
know if you have any specific ideas
or thoughts for articles in Skysailor
from your "temporary overseas correspondent'.

And no, I don't know who is going to
edit the magazine! So from now on
please send your contributions, letters etc. to Bernie Baer, our administrator in Sports House. Hopefully the
Editor's position will be sorted out at
the convention. Equally hopefully
you will allow me another crack at it
when I return. It is a bugger of a job
but incredibly satisfying too!
I have just spent several hours tearing
my hair out, trying to work out which
photos belong to who. Most should
now be safely back wi th their owners.
If you have photos you would like
back and haven't received them yet
would you please let me know - they
are probably languishing under the
'owner not known' category.
That's it for now. I'll leave my farewells for June issue. In the meantime
here's hoping the Big Wet is over and
you all get in some top flying!
Sue

Dear Sue,
Loved the prospect of the WHG's
being included in the HGFA. The only
problem is that they don't have motors.
Over the years though man (and I s'pose
women) have added motors to many
naturally propelled craft to make them
better?? Add a motor to a cart and you
have a motor car, different set of rules add
a motor to a bike and you have a motor
bike, different set of rules add a motor to
a boat and you have a motor boat, different set of rules add a motor to a glider and
you have a motor glider or an aeroplane,
different set of rules. All of these "mechanised" craft are controlled by different
rules, regulations and bodies, so why,
may I ask does a very modified hang
glider that has a motor added to it, still
qualify as a hang glider and be controlled
by the body that controls hang gliding?
Beats me!!
Glenn Wilson
P.5. Was it true that an article on the
Corryong Cup, although submitted in
time for the publication deadline, was not
included in the Skysailor because of
"commitments to advertisers'?? If so,
then those responsible should stand
down due to disloyalty to HGFA members.
EDS NOTE: Glenn, as far as I know, no
article on the Corryong Cup has been ommitted from Skysailor. At no time has any material been left out in favour of advertising. I
have just received a detailed article on the
Corryong Cup from Harry Docking which
will appear in June issue. Is this thearticleyou
are referring to?

Dear Sue,
You are still doing an excellent job.
Friends, so you would like to see our sport
on TV . Ask yourself why do we see the
sports of golf or footy so many times on
TV? The main reason, I feel, is the amount
of demand from the public. Well you're
the public. You would like to watch the
Mt. Buffalo Championships where once
again our country took on the world and
beat them. What did we see on TV or in
local newspapers - 'Nil'. Even if we had
won every flight, the media would have
taken no notice. So it is up to you, the
pilots of our sport, to create the demand
with your letters to the various media.
During February, the weather was too hot
3
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for gardening, winds in wrong directions
for flying, so I switched on TV and
watched the Gordon Bate's program
'Rewind'. He showed a very interesting
short film on "Why a Hang Glider Stays
Up in the Air". I wrote a letter to the TV
station thanking them for showing the
segment. I guess everytime you accidentally come across any hang gliding film,
may I suggest that pilots write and thank
the management of the TV station because the one thing TV management
remember is a word of thanks especially if
some sport which had been due to be
shown on TV had been canceled by bad
weather. If they receive enough letters
asking for hang gliding films it would be
the first subject they would think of when
looking for a sports fill-in so I guess it is up
to you.
Regards
Bill Thorneywork

Dear Fellow Pilots,
It would seem that the latest debate to
grace Skysailor is whether or not to publish the answers to the new rating system
theory questions. Well, I'm in total agreement with Martyn Yeomans (p.38 Jan 88).
I believe that publishing the answers
would be a big step towards undermining the safety that the rating system is
designed to foster. In my opinion there
could be too many pilots flying around
with less than sufficient theoretical
(which can also be very practical) knowledge.
I therefore can't agree with, or see
much sense in, either of Gordon Bretag's
letters (Nov 87, Feb 88) which suggest
that the answers be published. I think the
word LEARN is more appropriate than
memorise, which in the case of exams, is
usually short-term. I'm sure Gordon's
intentions are well meaning to many
(along with John Bransworth, Chris
Sugden, Rick Pichi mann, John Allen and
anyone else I've missed!) but would think
that if he uses his qualifications for his
employment he would have few problems with either the required time or
money to LEARN the theory relevant to
hang gliding. (He should know most of it
anyway!) . Sure some of it is "nice to
know" and some need to know, but I
guess that is the reason why the pass
mark is not 100% Assuming that we can
all at least scrape up enough knowledge
to pass the exam, then once having discussed it with an examiner we have the
opportunity to know the theory 100%
4
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(and write down to file for "refresher
reading").
Were all the answers to the theory
questions of the old rating system ever
published? I can't remember reading
any complaints if they weren't! As
stated on p.31 Oct 78 with the rating
system revision "Remember .... align us
more with G.A ...... need to know about
Aviation Law and Regulations ...
respect all other forms of air traffic ....
knowledge of our airspace. The rest is
UP TO YOU." (my emphasis!) I'm sure
if Gordon Bretag approached the DOTC
to apply his principles to achieving
airline pilots qualifications they would
certainly laugh at the joke.
As far as providing a list of texts, (and
once there I'm sure the index will help) I
think that Martyn Yeomans has already
done a good job. The old rating forms also
provided a list of recommended reading
material. don't forget to look under
"aerodynamics" in the library too! Perhaps the HGFA could compromise upon
the subject of seminars and take into account Gordon Bretag's suggestion that
any interested person should be able to
attend those seminars organised for the
new "examiners" . However, I wouldn't
agree with sitting the exam, written or
oral, on the same day - just to see what has
been forgotten after one week or so! The
seminars and the examiners that they
produce should ensure standardisation
throughout the hang gliding fraternity
despite any "club know-alls" too. If your
club know-all knows little, then you may
just have to do the exam twice - what a
bummer!
So how about extracting the digit and
putting some effort into all the aspects of
hang gliding, not just the road and
airtime. Nobody is forcing anybody else
into obtaining a higher rating. However,
for those who want it, I'm sure that that is
motivation in itself. Anyone who believes that they are entitled to use the
airspace available to others, should also
be prepared to do something for it. I believe that our theory is just a small price to
pay for the satisfaction and enjoyment
that this greater freedom will provide.
P. G. Muffett

KEEPING IT UP
by Alicia Rose Fletcher
The day to day life most people are
used to seems far from reality when you
are given the rare opportunity to mingle
with the worlds finest "Thrill Seekers".
Being a resident of Wandiligong, a
little town adjoining Bright, I was lucky

enough to attend the "6th World Hang
Gliding Championships" recently held at
Mt. Buffalo and surrounding areas. It
was an event not to be missed and those of
you who did, have truly missed out on
what I believe was the most exciting
sporting event so far this year!
Sunday the 24th January saw the preliminary party held at the local "Watering
Hole" the "Pinewood". Everyone was
there ranging from the local garbage collector to the family pet, and those of you
who may not remember (????), a great
time was had by all.
It was there that I met three members
of the A ussie team, Rick, Danny and
Russell- fantastic guys, witty, humorous
and overall charming. I couldn't resist
submitting a photograph, as you can see
the guys looked to be having a good time,
but then again from the look on Russell's
face I'll leave it for you to decide! (p7).
As the competition progressed, the
days seemed to become longer, personalities changed and tempers were
stretched to the utmost, but all was soon
forgotten when to no surprise, firm favorite Rick Duncan, was finally awarded
World Champion, and all pressures were
released.
Congratulations must go to Rick and
the team for putting up a fantastic "edge
of the seat" performance throughout the
entire seventeen days of competition. Itis
now easy to see how practically all the
guys from our Aussie team have grown
up with hang gliding, and have devoted
their time, money, lives and love to this
testing sport. I am one of the many who
are just so proud of them, they all deserve
much more attention and recognition
from Australia than they are presently
receiving.
I was disgusted with the media's coverage of the competition. This was a Bicentennial sporting event and should
have been treated as such. One night I
recall sitting by the ''box'' for over two
hours waiting for news of the championships, but all was devoted to the bloody
cricket, which is covered nationally every
weekend anyway.
Our team have worked just so hard to
get where they are today, and have promoted Australia enormously. All I can
say is keep up the good work, we are
behind you all the way, and I'm sure that
with pilots like ours we will always
remain NUMBER ONE!
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RIC;K. DUNCAN

A PROFILE

by Sue Harris

An exceptionallV rare photograph of the Duncan familv together - Russ, Rick, Ann, Shane and Kevin

TENSION was high as Ricky
Duncan struggled towards the
landing paddock in the torrential rain, wind, thunder and
lightning to become the 1988
World Champion.
Even the gods seemed to applaud his
efforts, clapping a thundeous welcome
and lighting the sky with a V for victory
that Ricky appeared to soar through. It
was a spectacular climax to the first
World Championships in the southern
hemisphere.
Waiting in the rain sodden field to welcome him were all the others from this
close knit family - his father, Kevin,
mother Ann, and brothers Shane and
Russel.
For all of them it was the culmination of a

dream that began in the early 70's when
The Duncs first took to the air. Anyone
who has come in contact with them will
appreciate that regardless of it being
Ricky who is now world champion, this is
the story of a singularly special family.
So just how did it all begin? The entire
family was heavily into water skiing
when Kevin heard about fellows flying
behind boats. He gave it a go and was
hooked!
Shane, Rick and Russel all started under
their own volition. They were all good
water skiers but weren't allowed to fly
until they had mastered barefoot water
skiing - which they promptly did.
In fact the three Duncan Boys were good
all round sportsmen, constantly encouraged but never pushed, by Kevin and
Ann. One of their favorite pastimes was

riding motor bikes round the paddocks
with one or other of them 'skiing' behind
attached by rope. To liven things up they
would throw buckets of water on the
grass to 'improve' conditions.
On one occasion Ricky commandeered
his father's brand new motor bike and,
unaware that bulldozers had gouged a 40
ft drop from the road he was following,
took it over the top! He returned home
and told his father, "I have bent your bike
a bit." Kevin recalls it was considerably
more than "a bit".
At this stage Rick was playing quite a bit
of soccer too (he was 23 before he finally
gave up first grade to concentrate on
flying).On this occasion he was still only
100rll-hewasplayingsoccerin the yard
and went indoors to report to his long
suffering mother that he had "cracked the

5
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front door, Mum" . Even in those early
days it seems he was alread y the master of
understatement. There was in fact no
glass left in the door - it was on top of the
television.
By 1970, just before hang gliding seceded
from the Water Ski Association, the
Duncan boys had the sport well and truly
sewn up. Russel was the sub junior cham-

never foot launched. Steve Moyes had
started in '74 while he was in America,
and quite a few Americans were doing it.
Steve forged up and I followed . The first
time I was up for 13/4 hours in a Dragonfly. (An American design Moyes glider).
That was it - he, and in fact the entire
family, were hooked. They arrived horne
and spent the summer of '75 pioneering

'I

The comps were held at Mt York. Shane
qualified and after much discussion the
entire family decided to go to Austria. At
the eleventh hour one of the competitiors
couldn't go and Rick took his place. He
won the bronze medal in Class I (maximum aspect ratio 4.5).
It was to be another 12 years before he
won his second medal, and become one of
only two hang glider pilots to date to gain
more than one medal in world competition. Steve Moyes is the proud owner of
four!
As he was only 15 Rick recalls with delight the US International Tow Launch
Championships in Chicago that same
year. It was his first experience of actually
winning prize money - a staggering
windfall of $1500 which he was allowed
to keep to buy himself a car a couple of
years later. He was also the overall winner of the British Open - not bad for 15!

Rick (aged about 12) at Rathmines, Newcastle 1973

pion, Ricky was junior champ and Shane,
ski plane champ.

sites, finding suitable places all around
Newcastle where it was possible to set up.

Ricky first took to the air when he was a
mere 11 years old and is still proud to
recall that he didn't crash. It was the first
step on the long road to winning the 1988
World Championship.

Working on what can probably best be
described as the 'ignorance is bliss' principle, they chose Merewether to throw
Shane off, telling him "It's easy." The
following day Kevin launched off nearby
Dudley where there is no bottom landing.
He too survived unscathed!

By 1974 Kevin admits, "He was better
than me." Ricky was just 13 and the first to
fly prone apart from Bill Moyes and a
handful of bigger guys in their early 20' s.
"Dad made us a harness, a one size fits all
and we figured out how to make it work.
Now of course everyone has a custom
made harness, I crashed the first time. It
was fine going upwind but then they
turned the boat for the downwind run
and I ploughed in. It was just a matter of
getting the bar position right. After that
there were no major problems."
1975 was another major step forward.
Rick flew in his first international competition and at 14, five years younger than
any other competitior, carne fifth in the
World Delta Wing Cup flying competition in Florida, a corn petition that became
defunct in 1980.
Still in 1975, the family went from Florida
to the west coast and Torrey Pines. Rick
says, "I had been flying a lot but had
6

During 1977 and '78 Rick was forced to
take a low profile and concentrate on his
Higher School Certificate which incidentally, he passed. It nevertheless didn't
prevent him from winning the Australian
championships in '77 and from flying a
few of the smaller comps in '78 while he
did his exams.
For 1979 - his first year as an apprenticed
electrician, Rick remained low profile
with his flying.

This was the beginning of foot launching
in Australia, coinciding with the early,
truly pioneering flights of such as Chris
MacDonald who was then flying his
horne made kites created from pieces of
bamboo, aluminium and plastic.
Just how much backing the Duncans received from their parents in those early
days is obvious. According to Rick, Ann
would pick them all up from school every
afternoon while Kevin set up the gliders.
As there were only two to go round them
all it was something of a daily "bun fight"
as to who was going next. As they regularly managed 80 to 100 flights it wasn't
too big a problem.
In February 1976 the first Australian hang
gliding championships were introduced
so that Australian pilots could qualify for
the first world championships to be held
in Kossen, Austria.

In true Newcastle style Dad gives Rick a
congratulatory Black duck to celebrate
his victory.. Rick had just landed at goal
in the final round after braving the thunderstorm .
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In 1980 he returned to the States and
Cypress Gardens. This time Steve Moyes
was victorious; Rick second and brother,
Shane, third. From there they went to the
Owens Valley where Shane, Rick and
Russel all flew in the cross country.
Rick recalls, "We had flown in thermals
but never such turbulent conditions. We
all finished midway through the field. In
fact it's similar to Parkes in respect of
dryness. We were getting to 18000' and
none of us had been anywhere near that
altitude before. It was really different!
"We were flying Mega II's (Moyes). It was
the first competition that double surface
gliders were ever seen, They set the standard for today's gliders."
For Rick the next major year was 1983 - the
year government funding was first introduced for the sport in Australia. "Before
that Mum and Dad footed the bill. The
funding made things a lot easier. Until
then it had been a question of who could
afford to go, now the decision came from
your ranking."
It meant that Ricky and Russel were chosen to represent Australia for the 1983
World Championships at Tegelberg.
Australia won the team gold, Steve Moyes was first and Rick missed out on a
medal in fourth place. Russel was reserve.
It was also the year the brothers became
involved with powered hang gliders.
They saw a couple of trikes at the world
championships. Gerard Thevenot had
one, Graham Slater had another.
"Russel and I bought one off Graham
Slater, and brought it home in our suitcases. Shane already had the wing which
he constructed while we were still overseas. He put it together in a weekend and,
because he had done most of the work,
was keen to fly it."

Russ, Danny and the Champ looking remarkably sober prior to breaking hearts and
creating havoc in the Pinewood Hotel

improving performance as they went
along.
By 1984 Rick felt he had to make a major
decision and he did - he left his full-time
employment as an electrician to concentrate on helping Russel with the hang
gliding school he had been running since
1981; to work on the trikes they were now
producing in ever increasing numbers,
and to have time to compete in competitions. Until then Kevin had still been
playing an active part teaching, doing
repairs etcetera. Now he handed it all
over to his three sons and Airborne Windsports was born.
In February 1985 the Blue Stratos Mount
Buffalo Classic, with $5000 in prize
money and the lead up to the next world
championships, saw a major duel between Rick, Steve Moyes (then the current champ), and John Pendry. Rick was
lying third when he hit trees and knocked
himself unconscious or, as his father prefers to describe it, "He fell out of his nest."
He ended the comp in fifth place.

As it was, Ricky was "just going to taxi it
a bit but throttled out and took off. It
seemed safer in the air." In all events all
three were soon flying their new toy with
confidence and within three months were
aero towing although Rick says now, ''We
had to make a lot of changes to fly it right.
So that we could tow with it we had to
change all the reduction gear."

Rick went into the finals at the '85 World
comp in Kossen, Austria, leading his
preliminaries. Also in leading positions
were John Pendry, Graham Slater and
Chris Bolger. Rick made an error in the
fifth round and John Pendry snuck to the
front and victory. The British team were
also first - the Australian team second. To
compete his year Rick won the New Zealand Nationals.

The new toy did not pass unnoticed and it
wasn't long before people were asking
where they could get one. The Duncans
started by building the odd one or two in
the garage, modifying the design and

1986 turned out to be another good yearsecond to Rick Rawlings of the US in the
Mount Buffalo Cross Country Classic;
winner of the Australian Freestyles and

third in the Flatlands. The latter was a
major event as it put Rick at the top of the
National Ladder, having been lying a
frustrated second to Steve Moyes for two
or three years.
By 1987 Rick was definitely on a winning
streak. He won the Newcastle championships, the State championships and the
Australian Nationals (the Mt Buffalo
Swan Premium World Masters). Sponsorship from Moyes Gliders followed
and gave him the opportunity to travel
and gain more experience. He did so with
equal success, winning the Japanese
Birdman's Cup and the Region II in
America.
Finally it was 1988. To psyche himself up,
so to speak, Rick started by winning the
Freestyles at Stan well, then it was off to
Buffalo for the Swan Premium World
Championships. The rest is history, never
to be forgotten history at that.
Those who braved the appalling weather
conditions - and there were more than a
few - witnessed an incredible finale as
Rick battled his way to victory through,
rain, hail, thunder and lightning.
Because the World Championships were
held in the southern hemisphere for the
first time, John Pendry held the title for 2
1/2 years and Rick will be fighting to
retain it in just 18 months time.
But philosphical as always he says, "It has
some disadvantages but I only have to
remain at peak for 18 months. Then of
course I want to win it again!"
Note: This article will be printed in the next
Gazette La Mouette (Cross Country) magazine.
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They can also be towed to
heights and flown in light
thermals for extended flights.
We offer day courses and a
range of new and used
Parapentes.
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VON RlCHTHOFEN (part 2)
THE PILOT'S ACCOUNT
by Brad Chadwick
50 it is a sunny afternoon in Tasmania and as I lay soaking up the ultraviolet and casually perusing the
February 5kysailor, I realise suddenly, with all the confusion of
emerging from a dream, that a story
I am reading about a terrible crash
(under the unlikely heading of
"Von Richthofen"?) is actually an
account of my own, now infamous
mid-air collision atop 6,000 ft Cornwall Mountain in the heart of British Columbia, Canada!
So I'm feeling very guilty that this tale had
to travel half-way around the world to entertain you instead of being a homegrown yarn. And what with Ken's story
being just a little different to the way I've
been used to telling it all those times over
a beer for the past six months, I thought
you all might not mind reading a second
rendition of the same saga, because it is an
epic. Also, I hope it helps prevent a second rendition of the actual accident. So I
decide to put pen to paper at last, and
produce the second exciting edition of
VON RICHTHOFEN! (Von what now?)

(of the mid-air as reported in Feb Skysailor)
going for the turn because they seem so
far away. I am unaware that in a day or
two my retrospective wisdom will surmise that conditions are fairly strong,
when things seem just a little harder to
judge, and thermals were turbulent so
that they don't allow the pilot full control
of the glider at all times, and I will reach
the inevitable conclusion of "Tut, Tut.
Silly Boy, that was too close".
Into the left turn I go and the first half of
the turn goes well. I'm past the downwind point and across Ken's path and on
the way back around, when the inside
wing is punched back up, and I'm heading downwind again. I look out at Ken
still way out there and at this point I
momentarily consider carrying on the
momentum of the involuntary right turn.
But that involves crossing Ken's path
again, also the moment seems the wrong
one to be indecisive and change tactics.
I've gone for left now, and I'm going to
finish it.
The glider begins cranking left again and
it's there and I'm home free, but it takes
another punch under the same inside

wing and again I'm aiming downwind
directly at you-know-what. Now Ken is
not so far away at all. Into the left turn I go
a third time and a third time the left wing
bounces back up. Now Ken's close, but
fortunately I have gained just enough
height to put Ken about 20 feet below me.
There's one second to go and I'm watching Ken carve out a line that's going
clearly under my glider and there is still
no impending collision. Then Ken takes a
little rise and we're there: dead square-on
to each other and impact is milliseconds
away. I give Ken a sort of shout and he
looks around, but the game's all over
now.
First there is the big whammy. Then a
moment's blackness and then the first
thing I know is that my arm's broken. (It
wasn't). My right arm feels like it has
snapped cleanly, right near the shoulder
because it has no power of movement and
no feeling at all; it just flops about. I think
quite objectively about my arm for a
moment. I think "Cack. I've broken my
arm" and I figure out it must have been
caught in Ken's sidewire briefly as the

It started off as a mediocre day at best, for
flying in the Canadian Nationals, but
with the best part of 5,000 ft to play with
off Cornwall Mountain above the flats of
Cache Creek, the field can usually achieve
something, so they started launching.
The day has deteriorated to moderate to
strong crosswinds and very gusty. It had
lulled for a while so I take off as a midfield wind dummy. Only a couple of
gliders around: shortly after and there's a
couple more. Thermals are small and
punchy and often you find yourself with
half a hang glider in a thermal. You get in
a few turns in one thermal and then claw
your way back up the ridge for the next.
So I'm just about at the top of the upwind
stroke, and I find one. Downwind, something in excess of 100 metres away are a
few gliders and we're all about the same
height. There's Ken, and another glider
next to him, and Phil Pritchard's conspicious red and gold mylar GTR just downwind of them. I have no hesitation at all in

THI/l/(irS
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two gliders slid sideways across each
other.
Now my glider starts to tumble and then
to spiral and I realise I've broken one
wing at least. It starts spiraling faster and
I go for the chute. I grope about with my
left arm while crashing about in the Aframe . Something lands on my head and
sort of dribbles off down my face and its
my right arm. But it feels no pain and the
main thing is I now have the deployment
handle firmly in my left hand. I give it a
tug as I watch the pine trees that seem to
be racing up at me in a wild spin. But the
handle stops six inches from where it
started because the releasing pin is stuck
and the parachute is still safely packed
away. Now it looks hopeless and in fact,
it looks like this is it. Things are not going
well. The chute is not coming out and the
trees are too close, and these are the last
ten seconds of my life! (Quite seriously, I
really thought that!).
I know it's hopeless but I fiddle with the
pin anyway and suddenly fate smiles on
me just when she seemed most angry.
The pin comes out and without looking I
hurriedly fling nowhere in particular. It
happens to be exactly the right place to
fling it. I am upside down right now and
I watcll the chute unroll and open and it
was the greatest sight I've ever seen.
It seems I'm no sooner turned upright

again than the tops of the pine trees are
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sliding past me. I get ready for the final
impact but the chute catches in the top of
a small pine tree which flexes and the
whole system lowers me to the ground
like a big bungee! I'm on my feet momentarily before the glider falls upside down
behind me and yanks me into the sail, but
I'm alive and hardly damaged! I know
things are really going well when my
"broken arm" starts healing! It improves
by the minute until I realise that it isn't
broken but has only suffered a blow
which stunned the nerve when it struck
Ken's wire.
Things are looking a lot better now and
fortunately a retrieval party manage to
find me after an hour or so, thanks to
some accurate air-to-ground d irections
by my hero Phil Pritchard.
Just another hour or two down the track
home ar,d this whole horror show is just a
yarn to tell around the fire. Couldn't
quite get the story straight, my impression is that I dropped at least 1,000 feet
into the trees, beginning with the collision
just above and out from the take-off. The
watchers on the hill tell me they never
saw my chute open because the glider
dropped a small spur to the left of take-off
into a valley before I deployed it.
There are several points I feel come out of
this. Firstly, there was a critical period
when I was flying a glider that was not
fullyundercontrol. In the conditions, this
was fairly predictable and this translates
into not enough margin for
error. The second is that the
other pilot was unaware all
this was happening directly
out in front because he was
looking the other way. There
was no dumping from the
backside of a thermal, just
two gliders hammering
down the same straight line,
for a full five to six seconds, in
opposite directions, all the
way to impact. In the final
analysis, the bottom lines
read to me:
"Keep the safety margin BIG BIG BIG" and

..
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"Complete awareness of
every glider in your vicinity
is essential at all times, because when the worst happens to you, it's no good
trying to tell St. Peter that it
wasn't your fault".

One more important point is parachute
deployment systems. I'd never tested
mine beyond reaching for the handle in
pretend emergencies. Fact is, it was never
going to work. In three years I used it and
for two years when somebody owned it
before me! The deployment bag handle
was stitched on slightly incorrectly,
which I discovered when I had a new one
made and it did the same thing. Since
then, many people have spoken to me of
minor faults they have discovered in their
deployment systems only after having
flown with it for some time because they
didn't get around to testing it until then.
Minor faults like the handles that need a
real beefy two handed pull to get the
chute out and the bags that need a velcro
tab lifted slightly first up, before pulling
the handle seems to work. Only small
quirks that won't be a barrier to successful deployment if you are aware of them
before you're ever in the terrifying situation of needing the chute. Be familiar
with your deployment system, right
down to how it feels when you throw it.
Test it out and if anything is a bit dubious
you can leisurely analyse the situation
until you're happy with it, because take it
from me, when you need it and it doesn't
happen like you thought it would, you'll
be pretty unhappy trying to analyse the
situation on the way down.
I have heard rumours of a mock deployment being considered a possible practical requirement of a pilot rating test,
which I whole-heartedly agree with. I'd
also like to see the adoption of a North
American principle whereby most clubs
stage parachute repacking clinics regularly so that this skill diffuses throughout
the hang gliding fraternity and down to
the average Joe, and everbody repacks
their own. The idea that "an expert
should do it because your life depends on
it" has its merits, but it's just that you
don't get around to doing it. Repacking
your own is not hard and promotes familiarity with a vital piece of equipment
that I think too many of us are taking for
granted. I think that as our sport advances and pilots push the limits of their
gliders and themselves and with loops
becoming a fashion overseas and here,
that we'll see more parachute deployments. Hopefully they'll all be successful
and everyone will live through it: like I
did, but I think only just.
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WITH all the publicity that "loops"
have been attracting lately, I decided to have a very basic theoretical
look at the requirements for a successful loop. Unfortunately however, basic became fairly involved
which is why this didn't make it into
. the April Skysailor. For this reason
I have also decided not to include
the theory until I can research it
more thoroughly or have it verified.
Perhaps we could persuade Professor Maurice Brearley (Jun 87) to produce the relevant theory for us.
Since Martyn Yeoman's article (Nov 87) it
is interesting to note that one of the "experts" fell out of a loop whilst practicing
for the Stanwell Freestyle competition,
luckily without serious injury. However,
around the same time someone else
wasn't so lucky. So it is obviously foolhardy for most not to heed the HGFA
President's warning "Don't do loops.
The risk is too great." Why is this so?
To carve out a loop in the sky one is
subjected to the laws of motion. anyone
who may inadvertently venture beyond
these laws will be prosecuted by nature!
Russ Duncan was quoted as saying,
"Speed is the main thing ...," however, my
analysis suggests differently (with all due
respect!) By looking at the forces involved with circular motion (ideal) and
the principles of energy you will find that
the "g" force pulled (or "pushed") will be
the most significant factor of a successful
loop. I would also suggest that the human
body is very inadequate when it comes to
determining the "g" forces being exerted
upon it. Perhaps a g-meter should be
obtained before you even consider upgrading those flying-wires, downtubes,
etc.
A very small (i.e. 0.5 g) reduction in the
"g" force pulled when initiating a loop
can and will cause its demise, whereas
with sufficient "g" force you can reduce
the speed quite considerably. However,
this reduction of speed will reduce the
radius of the loop and also diminish the
safety margin above the stall. See FIG 1.

by P.G.Muffet
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Fig 1

sh~;t- env:pe for a ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

glider with a stall speed of 16 mph and,
Vneof75 mph and a maximum allowable
"g" force of 6g. Although Fig 1 does not
prove that" g" force is the most significant
factor determining a successful loop,
(that's the theory I've left out!) it does
show the relationship between g-force
and airspeed and hence, the safety margin above the stall. so much for loops -but
for those that way inclined, THINK 'G'!

glider must have a continuing change of
direction which in the case of a loop
would be climb angle. so the question is
whether you can maintain the "g" force
while the glider runs out of steam and
stall with "g" applied. I suppose this
becomes a function of how long your
arms are due to the extra "push" required
to maintain the "g" force as the airspeed
reduces. Supposing this is possible, an
example using Fig 1 would be whilst recovering from a dive at 32 mph pushing
out to 4G . This would produce a high
speed stall and would also demonstrate a
flight path such as the shallow dive illustrated by Pagen. Perhaps, as Geo Smith
suggests though this may well occur just
before you fall through the A-frame inverted! I don't intend to flight test the
principle though!

At this point I shall digress to put forward
my view of Geo Smith's dilemma (Feb 88)
regarding the high speed stall. I have
never had the inclination to try a manoeuvre that may induce "such an animal" in a hang glider so I don't know
whether it is possible or not. A high speed
stall, though, is a "g" stall can be seen in
Fig 1 as a stall at any speed above the 1G
stall speed of the glider. As Geo Smith
pointed out to induce such "g" forces the

Pleasant flying and may the force be with
you!
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ANYONE FOR SWEDISH FLYING?
IfJhere are any Australian hang glider pilots who find themselves ill Southern Sweden any time in the next couple of years,
and would like to know about the flying scene here, please feel free
to contact me in Malmo on (040)155258 at home or (040) 348851 at
work.
In summer sea breezes are quite consistent guaranteeing a
lot of good coastal flying. Car towing is used for cross country
inland flying.
Regards, Colin Gibson #53430
11

PARA GLIDERS
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• EASY TAKE OFF
• STABLE FL YING
• STRONG CONSTRUCTION
• UD 4:1 & 4.5:1
• 1ST QUALITY MATERIAL

• 4MODELS
STUDENT TRAINING
UD4:1
ADVANCED FLYING
UD 4.5:1

RC-9

50 - 85 kg

RC-11

75 - 115 kg

XC-9

50 - 85 kg

XC-11

75 - 115 kg

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIA

PTY. LTD.

55 Philpott Street, Marrickville, N.S.W. 2204. Australia
Telephone: (02) 519 1333 Fax: (02) 516 1268 Telex: 72658 International Phone: 61-2-519 1333
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A view of
the 1988
World Champs
by Alf Carter
THE WORLD Competitions have
been and gone and we won't see
another Competition like this for
another ten years in Australia, and I
was honoured to be a Launch
Marshall in this the greatest of
Competitions I have seen and will
see for a long time. There were 180
competing pilots, broken up into
four groups of 'Red, White, Green
and Blue' with the final cut becoming the "Gold' group.
Every Launch Director and marshall was
hoping they would be picked to participate in running 'Gold' group. All of us
couldn't be in the hunt for such an honour
- although I was lucky to be asked to help
in marshalling; Lee Scott was the lucky
Director and by the launch times of 28
minutes for 48 pilots off Buffalo in one
day, Lee must have been pleased with his
crew.
There were 200 pilots from countries all
over the world and it would have helped
if I could have spoken 20 different languages so pilots could understand what
they were being told. As there were too
many pilots for pilot briefings, there were
only team leader briefings and the Shire
of Bright at Mount Buffalo generously
gave their Shire buildings and facilities to
the Meet Organisers, Bill Moyes and
Craig Worth (Meet Director). What with
the telephone hookups (UHF Radios),
direct satellite hookup for weather forecast and of course the great organisation
by Craig Worth and Paul Mollison ~nd
their crew, the Championship Meet Just
had to go well- and it did, like clockwork!
So the Shire building was used all
through the Competition as headquarters. The direct hookup to the satellite for
on the spot weather through television,
was much appreciated, and each day's
weather forecast was right on target by
our weatherman, Dennis Cummings. A
trike went up each morning for temperature and weather traces, at different
heights up to 10,000 ft. It wasso cold,John
Clark came down frozen each morning.

Lee Scott fathering his flock - at scary Myrtleford launch

Team leader briefings were at 8.00 am
each day (7.00 am. Qld time because of
daylight saving). Launch Directors and
Marshalls always went to these meetings,
in order to listen to the whinges caused
mostly by the actions of Directors and
Marshalls on the hill in general. I soon
learnt the deaf and dumb language of
expressing myself to foreign pilots who
did their best to make sure they didn't
understand! so sign language was in English was out.
My job was to load our four wheel drive
with area maps for tasks for the day,
turn point photos for the task and a Day
Board which pilots photographed each
day with his pilot number and day number, together with weather forecast maps
and marshalling maps. All these items
were set up on a pinex wall board each
day by Jack Nash, our Launch Director for
the "White" group. Pilots also had free
food each day and we had to make sure
we took up appropriate supplies for 50
pilots everyday!! Spectators and TV crew
were a hinderance at launch and marshalling was made hard with many an argument between TV reporters and myself
being a common occurence, so don't ex-

pect you'll see me on TV!
Launches off Mount Buffalo were hairraising, but mostly good. The weather
was excellent with a 5 knot breeze the day
we launched 48 pilots off in 28 minutes
and coming square up the face. Launch
height was 4,300 ft (I,300m) A.5.L., above
the valley floor and thermals were plentiful to 10,000 ft this particular day. We had
30 kites in one thermal but unfortunately
I had no camera, and a picture of a lifetime
was lost. Mount Buffalo was used only 5
days out of the complete 16 days of competition because a lot of overseas pilots
just hadn't launched off a mountain like
Buffalo, so the Meet Director, Craig
Worth, only used this site after the main
cut was made.
So this meant that 48 pilots out of 188
pilots, made the cut into the main "Gold"
group final, and it works out that whoever made it into the final, was good
enough for Buffalo. There are five other
sites to fly around Buffalo, without going
off this mountain, so don't go there and
try and impress yourself, because unless
it's at least a good thermal day and no
more than five knots easterly breeze and
you are a confident experienced cliff
13
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launcher, it's best to go to Murmungee,
Myrtleford or Mount Elliot at Corryong.
One other site is Mount Emu which is
higher than Buffalo at 4,300 ft compared
to Emu at 4,450 ft, and it would have to be
one of the safest launch sites I have seen
but again not for strong winds, but a
gentle five knot westerly down a nice
sloping ramp. Trees have been well
cleared and there's no cliff launch but it's
best to have a four wheel drive to get to
this site as it can get very slippery when
very dry or wet.

be 11.00 pm before we could hit the sack
-that is if refreshments weren't picked up
on the way back to headquarters ...
Most tasks were doglegs and distance
was 100 ks average and by nowwe should
know that our own Ricky Duncan was
Champion pilot and the Australian team
won overall as a team effort, beating the
'Yanks' by 1065 points and I must say, the
team deserved to win as they came from
behind.

Army trucks were used to transport kites
up the hill but as the army never permitted passengers, mini buses were used to
transport pilots and harnesses to the
launch sites, and I didn't envy the bus
drivers who went with these vehicles in
places that I would think twice about in a
four wheel drive. My day started at 8.00
am and finished at 8.00 pm and if we went
to Corryong, Mount Elliot Hill, it would

This year the marshalls were harnessed
and roped to the Buffalo take off.
(To stop them running away?)

Now as a Launch Marshall and speaking
for Jack Nash (as well), our Launch Director for "White" group, I have to thank the
wind technicians for the job they did for
us, Jerry, Cal an, Mark Berry and Mike
Zupanc to name a few. Your performances on the hill made Launch Director's
decisions much easier, whether you
bombed out or made it above, we
couldn't do without you all. So speaking
for all Launch Directors, I'm sure they
will agree with me, we salute you and
thanks again guys ....
Well, it's nice to be home again and flying
and I hope to see you all again at Eungella
in October.

AcRIAL
IcL:HNIL:S
Danny and his silly helmet ready to jump Buffalo

HANG GLIDING SCHOOL.STANWELL PARK
P.O. BOX 180, HELENSBURGH, N .S.W.
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MidNorthCbasiHG.t\ss()h.WinterCor"p.Jor
Novices to Ad\Tanced.11 ,t2,hJul1e.
.••..
Entry fee .$20,J.u.ne .lon$',Veekendwith10th.asa
practicedaY,/ CohtactLeeSc::qtt 0.65569692. . "
ELJngellacomp. \ Lastweekir1?eptember.·•
Contact Dave Larnont079461157H ···
.. .
88 NATIONALS. Killarl1ey,$ald.-first2W~eksin
October. Next Skysailofforcietails. 80 pilots max.
89 NATIONALS. Mt.Buffaloale.a .JanB9. 150 pilots
max. inciudinginternatlona(s. . More detailssooQ.··

6th ' European Han9c;liclil1gC:hamps.
Alpago, Italy. 1-17JuIY1988.
.
Contact "ALP AGO 88, 3201 OPieveD'Alpago,BELLUNO .
- ITALlA" Tel. 0437/479136; Telex440140 ·
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PH : (042) 942545

INSTRUCTION: Using the gradual advancement method,
we start at the sandhills in Sydney and progress to
winch towing / higher hills, then to Stanwell Park for
a Tandem, and Solo soaring flights.
GLIDERS: Whatever MOYES glider you have in mind Mission, G.T.R . or GTR Wor ld Beater - they're here
for you to test fly. So give us a call to arrange a fly,
a great deal , and backup service.
ACCESSORIES: A full range of gear is in stock to cater
for all pilots. From pod harnesses , parachutes,
instruments, towing gear, books - all your hang
gliding gear.
CONTACT CHRIS BOYCE on (042) 942545.
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JASMINE stood with the wind
blowing her long chestnut tresses
from her small intelligent brow.
She huddled her petite, but attractive frame deep within the golds of
her Nepalese jumper. Her large
violet eyes burned bright in the rising breeze as she brushed away a
glistening tear.
Her thoughts had
drifted to the past.
Guy: the pensive ~
look of intelli- _
gence
shining
bright in the
brown deep set
eyes as he discussed the mating
habits of the New
Guinea
Death
Beetle.
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Guy: his strong brow furrowing in concern at her embarrassment as he drew her
closer into his strong suntanned arms to
comfort her, his thick ebony hair caressing the nape of his neck.
The telegram: 'Dr Guy McKensey's DC-3
crashed in jungle stop No hope of survivorsSTOP.
"Stop, stop", she cried as she rushed
blindly over the crest of the hill
Suddenly she saw him. His ebony hair
caressing the nape of his neck, the
muscles in his suntanned arms rippling
as his large well manicured hands firmly
grasped the upright bars of the A frame.
She gasped.
As he turned to check the startingly red
hang loops she saw the strong brow and
chiseled chin.
As Jasmine snapped back to reality, she

waiting adventurer. She eyed his strong
shoulders extending from the cocoonlike bag he wore. She saw a name on the
bag. "Troy Gallahad".
He stirred. His hand reached out, seemingly to ad just some delicate and compact
instrumentation attached to the upright.
He settled once again.
Jasmine could not understand this wait-

c:#*-~

Guy: his ample
mouth open to
reveal his sparkling alabaster
teeth, as he chuckled in delight
at her innocent but incisive questions.

-

a continuing
romantic saga 6y
'Tiffany :F[eage{ing

-.\

:~n~::assedlike

h ours an d yet h e
remained still.
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"Why does he
wait?", she mused .

..- /

She
took
her
pounding heart in
her hands as she
stepped forward to
"""""'!~...:.--======= ask the spectre from
her past.

/

Jasmine felt a stirring.
A warm breeze blew up the face of the
hill, and before she could speak, the
stranger lifted the glider and stood poised
over the precipitous .outcrop.
realised he had not seen her. She
watched, unmoving, as he completed the
ritual of checking his multicoloured
moth-like wings.
He settled on his haunches, his powerful
arms embracing the bars, kneeling as if in
a silent benediction.
The minutes passed and the stillness
continued.
Jasmine took in the landscape. She noticed the aquamarine sky dotted with the
fairy floss like puffs of clouds. Her eyes
were drawn to the hills, unaccountably
like green velour dotted with woolly
flecks. She heard a tractor in the distance.
The noise swept the sheep from the
mountain as effectively as a 'Brush-amatic' clothes brush would clean away
lint from her best cardigan.

The grasses waved, her glistening locks
billowed out behind her like an Enterprise Wings wind sock.
Then; as ifhe knew she had been there all
the while, as if he had read her questioning mind, Troy Gallahad turned to Jasmine. Their eyes locked .
In a strong Dex-like voice he said sagely
"The ox is slow, but the earth is patient"
and launched himself into nothing.
As the adventurer spiralled away to become an invisible speck she wondered if
they would ever meet again.

... ne?(t montli - 'Episoae 2
'Over tlie :ra[[s '

Her flashing eyes were drawn back to the
15
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Reprinted from the
Feb. '88 AUF Newsletter
(An occasional column for the REAL minimum flier.)

by John Reynoldson
Things are going from bad to
worse.

jockeys in a Myer or McEwans store), I
naturally look for more reasonable explanation.

Now I know most of you guys fly 100
horsepower motors with winglets, but
some of us still stooge around the sky in
machines that weigh about as much as we
do, at speeds that you could walk faster
than (if the wind is blowing), and with
thrust that a newborn baby could exert on
a bottle teat. Now that's real flying. But
there is a downside, and that's that every
aircraft I've ever ridden in seems to have
a mysterious ghostly co-pilot who wants
to go somewhere other than you do. And
it seems that the lighter the aircraft, the
greater the inclination to wander.

The axiom that seems to cover it all best is
the corollary of Murphy's Law: "ALL
INANIMATE OBJECTS ARE INTRINSI CALLY MALEVOLENT".

Not being a person inclined to pin garlic
to the control bar (and I've never found a
medal to pin on the dashboard that
claimed to be the r atron saint of trike

You know that I mean. First off, you
know your aircraft hates you . I know
mine does, probably because it gets
lonely and resentful. I can't think of any
other reason why a fully fueled, properly
primed engine with a brand new spark
plug will take 15 minutes to start if it
hasn't been flown for 3 weeks. Starts just
fine next day but, it also has a tendency to
corrode the exhaust just out of spite.
There are stones on the runway that hate
me more and love to see me in the garage
late at night filling, sanding and balancing propellers.

But I think bolt safety pins hate me worst
of all, departing this world into some
alternate dimension where hordes of
pins, castellated nuts and wire
coathangers chortle in unison watching
me grubbing around in long grass, in a
futile search for a dropped essential item.
So, you don't actually have a phantom
passenger with a firm grasp on the control bar. What it actually is, is theaccumulated meanness of Things trying to spoil
your good time.
We all know about gravity. It's the force
that keeps the beer in the glass so you
don't have to chase it around the room
with a straw. It is a pretty boring force
and all sorts of responsible tomes on aviation turn it into nice vectors and explain
all about flight in terms of it and lift and
drag and other nice vector things. Which
is all very well in theory. And in fact you
can be pretty sure that gravity will be
there. Otherwise beer drinking wouldn't
be so popular.

THE OWENS VALLEY TOUR
THERMAL TOURS has organised two super two-week flying vacations to the Owens Valley
for September, 1988.
Organiser Mark Chirico and world distance record holder Josef Bostik will escort you
through the Owens Valley where you will experience the hang gliding adventure of a lifetime.
PACKAGE INCLUDES: Round trip airfare, mountain top hotels and camping,
guides, glider, cross country retrieval (4x4, gas and chase crew), radios, parapente,
thermal snoopers, cross country clinics, and ...
THE ULTIMATE OWENS VALLEY FLYING EXPERIENCE!
PRICE:

$4840 AUS or $3600 US (price includes airfare: Sydney - Los Angeles)

TOUR DATES: (Sat - Sat) Sept 3 through Sept 17
Sept 17 through Oct 1

CONTACT:
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THERMAL TOURS
C/- RON WHITE
McCORMICK ROAD
SPENCER, MA 01562
19 1 617-885-6073
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Sadly, there are other more potent forces
in play when you venture skywards.
forces that can make the beer that gravity
holds down come back up again and stain
the upholstery.

Everything sucks.
Strong words I hear you say? But it's true
if you think about it. Why else would
beginner pilots always run into the only
obstruction on the runway? (There's a
windsock at Moorooduc that REALLY
sucks, belive me!).
Hang glider pilots know all about it. The
axiom is that where there's a Thing, it
sucks. If there's a lake, it sucks. If there's
a stand of trees, they suck. And the phenomenon of beach suck is particularly
well documented by every beginner hang
glider pilot. In fact, there's only two good
kinds of suck and one of them is cloud
suck.

MAY 1988

Rock-strewn ground not only sucks, but
somehow works in close co-operation
with your fuel pump or spark plug to
further its cause.
Things are also spiteful. Notice how pissed off the air gets if you fly through it just
after someone else has? It also doesn't
like being deflected around obstacles
such as hills or trees and takes out the
aggravation on any innocent unsuspecting aircraft that come along.
Certainly you have to pay for the privilege of a free ride up in a thermal, with the
accumulated resentment of the air
around it having sworn to do its level best
to do in any wing that dares to take advantage of its misfortune. A cumulus
cloud is just an angry bit of air blowing off
steam because you're not here for it to
take it out on. (Notice if you're soaring
how the clouds always seem to die away
when you arrive? Gotcha!).

Why does the aircraft always want to
hunt left or right off the runway when
taking off or land ing? It's because there's
nothingon the runway when taking off or
landing? It's because there's nothing on
the runway but the Things on either side
are sucking. But I guarantee that if there
is an Thing on the runway, somehow it
will attract the nosewheel into intimate
contact.

What can you do to appease Things?
Well, flying the craft we do, there's not
much you can do about the random
cussedness of clouds, trees and air. And
unfortunately, Thingsarealso what make
flying fun. I'm not sure I'd enjoy flying in
a void .

Powerlines have a most ferocious suck,
nearly as much as runway markers.

The approach the Cessna jockeys take is
maybe not so bad. They actually train

" ... gravity is the force that keeps
the beer in the glass ..."

their Things to be~ave. Engines apparently appreciate n~g).llar overhauls and
reward their owners with consistent
operation. Regular takeoff and landing
practice seems to reduce an aircraft's
susceptibility to being sucked off the
runway and Things can certainly be
trained not to sit in the middle of the
runway for you to hit. A few dead stick
landings for practice seems to help to
convince the engine that dying out of
spite won't accomplish much. One can
also try to stay out of reach of the suck
exerted by such things as lakes and forests by not flying directly over them.
I've also found that dipping the tops of
castellated nuts and the ends of safety
pins in red paint causes them so much
embarrassment that they lie quietly when
dropped and that stones on the runway
don't hate me so much sine I sheathed the
prop in fibreglass. Maybe they can't
stand the smell. I know my wife can't.
Anyway guys, I'm off to see how well
gravity is working today ...

Thought for the day ...
If you need any convincing of Murphys
axiom, simply consider the malevolence
of the Thing that most wants to stifle your
flying fun, the Department of Name
Changes.

JR
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by Vicki Polcyn
capillaries, where it enters the tissues.
There it nourishes the cells of the body.

This study was conduded at the 1987 United
States Hang Gliding Association's National
Championships in the Owens Valley, Bishop,
California.

As you climb to altitude there is a decrease in the pressure of oxygen. Therefore, the perfusion capacity across the
alveolar capillary membrane is somewhat diminished.

I am standing facing the White Mountains, in Owens Valley, California waiting for a sign of gentle wings against clear
blue skies. I took my first breath within
the walls of these mountains. The Owens
Valley is enclosed by the Sierra Nevada
Range and the White Mountains, a majestic site for sure. As a nurse and a respiratory care practitioner I have been associated with high altitude medicine for a
number of years, and this sport sparked
my interest, since the effects of altitude
are definitely an important consideration
in hang gliding. I wondered what actually happens in the body physiologically
when one is in the clouds.
Information from this study was used for
comparative research, to determine how
well the body oxygenates when ascending quickly to high altitude, the physiology involved, and each individual's response. Comparative data were collected
for oxygen levels, before and after extended flights.
The inability of the tissues to oxygenate
adequately seems to be a complication of
high altitude. Hypoxia is the term used to
describe an inadequate supply of oxygen,
available to the tissues.
In studies which have been conducted,
decreased oxygen levels have been
shown to diminish cerebral function.
This suggests impaired judgement; and
sensory, motor, and complex cognitive
abilities may be compromised. Altitude
illness can occur due to hypoxia for prolonged periods of time at extreme altitudes. Symptoms include: headache,
lassitude, confusion, irritability, vomiting, and difficulty in breathing. In varying degrees these symptoms may occur
with prolonged altitude exposure.
Since no long-term studies have been
performed on hang glider pilots it is difficult to determine what symptoms occur
18

•Mt Mclnley. highest mountain in US. from
20.000'

more frequently. When interviewing
pilots I found that almost everyone was
aware of having experienced hypoxia.
The most commonly described symptoms were disorientation and euphoria
after extended flights at or above 12,000
feet.
The major factor limiting oxygen delivery
during ascent to high altitude is the ability to maintain pressure equilibrium for
oxygen transport across the alveolar capillary membrane in the lungs. Your thoracic cavity contains the lungs and the
heart, which work in unison as the cardiopulmonary network. Your lungs bring in
the oxygen, and at the end of the conducting airways in the lungs are tiny air sacs
termed alveoli. The wall of an alveolus is
the alveolar capillary membrane, or gas/
blood barrier, through which oxygen
and carbon dioxide diffuse. Gas exchange takes place across this semipermeable membrane, and oxygen transfers
into the blood, which is then taken to the
heart. From there it is pumped out to the
body. Blood moves out through the systems of arteries, arterioles, and finally

Basic gas laws are applied when understanding respiration physiology. At all
altitudes the concentration of oxygen is
21 % in our atmosphere. The pressure the
oxygen molecules exert is directly proportional to the barometric pressure. At
sea level the atmospheric pressure (barometric) is 750 millimeters of mercury
(mmHg), and the oxygen pressure is 150
mmHg. In the body the oxygen tension*
is 110 mmHg. To perfuse into the tissues,
the pressure of oxygen in the atmosphere
should be greater than the tension of
molecules in arterial blood. At an altitude
of 16,000 feet the barometric pressure is
only 414 mmHg, and the pressure of inspired oxygen is 77 mmHg. This decreases the movement of oxygen molecules from a higher to a lower concentration.
This study on hang glider pilots will give
us a baseline of oxygen saturation levels
after changing pressures associated with
normal respiration. An oxygen saturation monitor was used to collect the data
which was needed for comparison of
oxygenation, before and after extended
flights. This machine measures the saturation of hemoglobin with oxygen, and
therefore indirectly the oxygen levels
within the tissues of the body. A hemoglobin saturation level of 93% or above
usually indicates adequate oxygen' present in arterial blood.
Oxygen satu'rations and heart rates were
taken on each subject, before and after
flights of at least two hours. From the
information obtained, I would hypothesise that the vast majority of subjects
tested are mildly to moderately hypoxic
in flight, unless 100% oxygen is used as a
supplement. Every individual has a different way of compensating physiologi-
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cally, which was the really interesting
aspect of this study.
Some people who were not low on saturation after flying had extremely high heart
rates. The highest value was a 99% saturation with a heart rate of 175 bpm (bpm
refers to the beats per minute of the heart).
This value indicates that this person's
cardiovascular system compensates for
the hypoxic condition by increasing
stroke volume and therefore cardiac output (the amount of blood pumped out of
the heart).
In comparing the data it was observed
that some subjects did not increase heart
rate to maintain acceptable saturation
levels. These facts indicate the probability of aerobic fitness as an important
com ponent of the maintenance of homeostasis. One person in particular was incredibly well oxygenated at a heart rate of
48 bpm, and his saturation was 95%.
Larry Tudor is a world class hang glider
pilot; the data obtained suggest that he is
extremely relaxed in flight . His resting
heart rate before flight was 61-67 bpm.
This information also brings another
question to mind: Is it possible that a
relaxed person consumes less oxygen? In
studies performed on hypothermia victims it has been found that they live for
extended periods of time consuming
minute amounts of oxygen, due to severely diminished metabolic activity.

Anxiety will cause an increase in metabolic rate, which of course causes increased oxygen consumption. Therefore,
it seems that relaxation may be an important factor in oxygenation while in flight.
Saturation levels ranging from 95-98%
represent very little change in actual arterial oxygen levels, under most circumstances. Mild hypoxia was observed in
80% of all the people tested, with the
lowest saturation level being 92%. The
pilots who fared well through this competition were:
1) Those persons who have a cardiopulmonary system which functions at optimal levels when stressed aerobically.
2) Those using supplemental oxygen.
3) Those able to relax in flight.
This sport is fascinating and awesome,
and we cannot forget that skills and experience playa great part in the success of
any passion. Each individual needs to
make the decision as to whether or not to
use supplemental oxygen. It is a personal
choice, as is being part of the sport.
I would like to thank those people who
helped to make this study possible: Tom
Kreyche, Mark Axen and all the wonderful pilots who gave me the data I needed.
In the future I hope to continue research
on this subject.

*Tension is the amount of pressure a given gas
can exert when dissolved in a solution.
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RAMBLINGS OF

COCONUT JOE
IN this secretive society in which we live,
it is very enlightening to see and be part of
something so open and alive as the FLATLANDS CROSS COUNTRY CHALLENGE at Parkes.
Take a look around. Most of us have a
little plastic card of some sort for which
we have our own secret numbers that we
daren't tell to anyone. We have brown
Commodores around Bathurst that do a
roaring trade with a little, black box on the
side window. We have padlocks, deadlocks, security doors, bankvaults, alarm
systems and more, much more.

•

Now, at a hang gliding competition such
as the one at Parkes, whatever you do,
you do completely out in the open. Imean
just how can you hide the fact that you are
ina boomer thermal when you are rocketing skywards and there are forty other
pilots in the same paddock?
Anyone who wants to follow you around
the sky and take advantage of 'your' thermals can do just that ........ until you can
outfly them. Everything that you do in
the sky is totally open for anyone to see
and learn; if they care to look. It is also
true back down here on mother earth.
You can and do learn a hell of a lot from
stories and tales of other pilots. Sometimes (often ?) you have to sort through a
lot of garbage to find the important info
but it is there.
It has come to my notice that Skysailor
does not have a question and answer
column ... a dear Dolly of Hang Gliding.
Well the guys at the Sky Limit School of
Hang Gliding have kindly allowed me to
increase my workload and fill that gap.
This is it. Your chance to get indirect
answers to the obscure questions that you
always wanted to ask on the mysterious
side of hang gliding. Things like theory
(not all the rating forms please), metereology, trikes, glider tuning and how to fly in
spot landing competitions without paying and get away with it.
Anything that I can't answer, I will pass
onto my panel of experts ... ChriSSY and
Sarz .... who know absolutely nothing
about hang gliding but are very well
versed in such things as: getting rid of

sexual frustrations, how to make pilots
talk about something other than hang
gliding at parties, curry recipes, cocktail
mixes and where to find obscene birthday /post cards.
So, we will cover a wide range of topics
with a vast array of half-truths, rumours,
lies and .... OK we will be serious if we
really have to.
Please keep your questions short and to
the point or long and rambling (whichever suits you) and send them to:
RAMBLINGS
C/ - Sky Limit School of H.G.
23 Comara Tce
Pleasant Heads
... oops sorry, that's
Crescent Head NSW 2440
So send 'em in and we'll see what sort of
answers we can come up with. This
month I have one for you.
When you are at 2,000 ft looking for your
next thermal and you see two or three
dams, in close proximity to each other,
indicating that the wind is from two or
three different directions, i.e.
What is happening?

Congratulations to Rick Duncan on his
winning the World Title .. Good one Rick.
Congratulations also to Lee Scott for talking Robin into making an honest man of
him. Best wishes for the future.

SUBURBAN
SOARING
by Geoff Martin
Many pilots in the Sydney area will know
the Northern Beaches, but few seem
aware that there is more to do there than
fly Long Reef.
A couple of us Long Reefers have been
flying a site at Bilgola/Newport that is, in
my opinion, one of the most exciting sites
in NSW. As far as I know it is legal, but
extreme care is needed because of the
high public profile and proliferation of
houses, wires and roads. It is definitely
not for the inexperienced or those without a fast kite.
The take off is a small bowl about 70' high
facing SE right on the main road out to
Palm Beach. This road lies between the
take off and Bilgola Plateau which can be
reached in winds above about 18 kts. The
view needless to say is breathtaking, fullon suburbia everywhere.
So next time there's a SE blowing, but it
looks a little strong for Stanwell, add
some excitement to your life and give
Bilgola a try.
Contact Geoff Martin for more info on
8183421.

Anyone travelling to the mid north coast,
please note that the highway at Warrell
Creek has been realigned and the turnoff
for Yarrahapinni Mountain is NOT signposted and is very easy to miss. We also
have some new and very good sites but
with hassles if you land in the WRONG
paddocks. Get in touch with the locals up
here and there should be 'no problems'.
Hope to see a big roll-up for the women's
fly-in/compo There are sites for all ratings so come on girls, turn the tide on the
guys and get them to drive for you!!
Till next month, remember:
The Sky is the Limit
Take it to the Limit

Coconut Joe

Trikes over the Hunter Valley
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A.S.A.C., (Australian Sports Aviation Council)
IS ALIVE AND WELL !!
by Harvey Ritchie, Executive Director, Sport Aviation Administrator Committee,
representing Australian Parachute Fed., Hang Gliding Fed. of Australia and Australian Aerobatic Club

I GUESS that most of you sport aviators
reading this magazine could not give a
damn about "committees" and "councils" and positions in organisations, even
your local club. You just want to get out
there in the wide blue yonder and "do
your thing". You do not care about the
arguments and negotiations that take
place to try and get a fair deal for those
interested in sport and recreational aviation activities. The fights with federal,
state and local government agencies,
other sections of the aviation industry
and even the general public at times, are
of no interest to you. You just want to be
left alone to pursue your own interests.
Let me say bluntly to those of you who
think this way, "Wake up to yourself!"
Nothing you enjoy in your chosen pasttime has been achieved without a lot of
hard work, frustration and nail-biting by
people acting on your behalf - even
though you could not care less. There is
no God-given right to the unlimited use
of airspace in this country, as big as it is. If
you want a piece of it you have to fight
with all the other contestants to get it and
then convince "The Department" that
you should have it .
One way that we in the sport and recreational aviation world can get a lot of what
we want is by having strong organisations that resolve their likes and differences amongst themselves, in private,
and then fight the other elements (if and
when fighting is necessary) with a unified
voice. This is where the value of ASAC
comes in.
Too often in the past, those of us who
attend meetings such as NAP AC* see
disagreements across the conference
table between like organisations that
should have been resolved in private, not
in front of the rest of the aviation industry
and government agencies.
(*NAPAC - National Airspace Users
Ad visory Council- the council of all interested aviation organisations, chaired by
the Department, which deliberates on
who gets access to what airspace.)
The early days in the life of ASAC probablydid not achieve very much. However,
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the last couple of years have been very
significant in sport aviation in Australia.
With the spiraling costs of owning, operating and flying general aviation aircraft
many aviation-oriented people are turning to the more economical forms of sport
aviation. This has brought with it claims
for greater access to airspace and other facilities by those in sport aviation. Consequently, the various organisations are
becoming more aware that they cannot
survive in isolation.
Who could have imagined a few years
ago that hot-air balloons would be flying
in primary control zones? Gliding now
has a general concession to fly to 20,000
feet above sea level and anticipates approval above that altitude. Hang gliding
currently has blanket clearance to 5,000
feet with corridors up to 9,500 feet. They
are asking for blanket approval to 20,000
feet, the same as gliding. These approvals
have not been gained by burying one' s
head in the sand and saying it is up to
someone else to try and get them.
As the competition increases so will the
need to have even stronger representation.
HaVing given some views on the need for
ASAC let me now explain its present format and what it sees for itself in the future.
Present Structure

ASAC is a committee of the Royal Federation of Aero Clubs of Australia. It consists
of councillors representing the ten sport
aviation organisations listed below, as
well as a councillor representing the aero
clubs. The RFACA provides the secretary
to ASAC. The terms of reference also
allow for associate members although
there are none at present. The sport aviation bodies involved are:
AAC Australian Aerobatic Club
ABF

Australian Ballooning Federation

APF

Australian Parachute Federation

ASRA Australian Sport Rotorcraft Association
AUF

Australian Ultralight Federation

AWP A Australian Women Pilots Association
GFA

Gliding Federation of Australia

HGFA Hang Gliding Federation of Australia
MAAA Model Aeronautical Association
of Australia
SAAA Sport Aircraft Association of Australia
You may ask what is the connection between these groups and the RFACA
which represents general aviation activities and has only a limited interest in
aviation sports?
The answer affects all sport aviators who
are interested in national and international competition, and record setting or
breaking. The international body controlling all such activities in the Federation Aeronautique Internationale (FA!).
At present the RFACA is the organisation
recognised by the FAI as the National
Aeronautical Organisation in Australia
(often misquoted as the National Aero
Club). Therefore, if you want to be involved in aviation activities for which
national and international recognition is
required, you must be a member of the
RFACA. ASAC is the mechanism by
which the sport aviation bodies gain
membership of the RFACA and affiliation with the FA!.
However, any decisions made by ASAC
are subject to ratification by the president
of the RFACA!
Since the elections last March, ASAC is
chaired by Dr Peter Crooke from the
SAAA with Claude Gillard OAM, President of the APF, as deputy.
ASAC is also the organisation through
which the Department of Transport and
Communications (formerly Aviation and
also known as the Department of Name
Changes) will be handing over Mangalore Aerodrome in Victoria to be developed as the National Sport Aviation
Centre. At the last ASAC meeting a group
was formed from ASAC members, the
department and local council authorities
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to develop the hand-over procedures.
Perhaps in the next issue of Skysports a
member of the group may be able to give
a progress report.
What of the future?
At the 1987 Annual Conference of the
RFACA held in Canberra last March,
Claude Gillard presented a paper which
proposed the formation of a new organisation to better fulfil the role of the National Aeronautical Organisation. The
RFACA would be a member of the new
body, with status equal to the other
members. The Conference agreed that a
steering committee investigate the proposal. Progress has been slow to date but
following the ASAC meeting last November things are now on the move again. A
possible timetable for introduction of the
new "National Aeronautical Association", for wantofa better name, would be
accepted by the RFACA Annual Conference in May 1988 with formal recognition
at the FAI General Conference in Sydney
next October.

overall aim is to develop an organisation
that better represents the needs of those
disciplines involved in the sporting aspects of aviation with the possibility that
it could become the focal point previously
referred to.
In closing I would like to emphasise my
earlier remarks. The world of aviation as
it exists in Australia does not allow for the
freedom that a lot of you obviously hope
for . Every time something goes wrong,
such as a fatal accident, it gets highlighted
in the media - aviation is still a mystery to
a lot of people and when sensationalised
gets a lot of attention. Very soon "public
opinion" is against the sport, according to
the media, and politicians react to "public
opinion" resulting in stricter regulations.
The way to fight the imposition of stricter

rules is to have sufficient lobbying
strength that the politicians will take
notice of us, not the media. This means
that you all need to belong to your local
clubs and through them the state and
national bodies and ultimately peak organisation.
If you think that your club or council is
not doing the job correctly, join it and
have the wrongs righted. It is far too easy
to sit on the fence and point the finger .
Remember the old adage of war or whatever, "united we stand, divided we fall".

If all of you sport aviators joined the
appropriate organisation the collective strength of ASAC could well be
in excess of 50,000! Try that for a bit
of political clout !!

The new organisation, as well as being the
FAI affiliated body for those members
interested in the sporting aspects, could
also become the focal point for all industry and government discussions and
negotiations on all matters affecting sport
and recreational aviation. This could
include use of airspace, licensing, airworthiness, government funding, etc. As
such the organisation may also attract
membership of other aviation groups
giving it a very strong power base.
The actual role, structure and funding of
the proposed new body are all to be considered by the steering committee. The
Where else would you want to be? Photo bV Richard Glover

HGFA CONVENTION 1988
Yes, its coming around again. The 1.988 Convention will be
held at Stanwell Park from Friday 12th to Sunday 14th Aug.
We have tentatively booked the Church Hall as the conference centre. Good wholesome food will be supplied by Judi
de Groot of RUSI'S EATERY.
Member states are asked to submit papers for convention
topics to HGFA (and all other states) by 31 st June or earlier
in order that member states have sufficient time to prepare.
I feel that it is important to publish all topics for discussion
and potential motions in Skysailor as they arrive so that the
feelings of the general membership be gauged before the
Convention proper. In this way HGFA and State reps may
get a better feeling forthe decisions that must be made at the
Convention.

General topics that HGFA will put up for discussion include:
Rating System -progress report
-review of the questions and practical
-change oral to written theory answers?
PHGs, Aerotowing & Paragliding -we'll need more staff.
Membership year Should we change it to coincide with
the financial year to avoid the Christmas
chaos? We say yes. If yes, how?
Instructors
To maintain knowledge and safety we
may need to revert to a paid, travelling
HGFA Instructor Coordinator.
Skysailor
To maintain budgetwe need to spend less.
9 issues per year?
Discipline
For safety, initiate definite policy for
breaches of ANO or HGFA policy.
No more Mr Nice Guy.
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WINTER AIRTIME.
NEED SOMEWHERE TO FLY
OVER WINTER?
Mid North Coast Gliders has access to some of the best winter soaring sites in Australia for the
Novice to Advanced pilot and word is spreading fast in Australia and around the world about Mid North
Coast Gliders.
But we have more to offer:
ACCOMMODATION WITH GREAT MEALS-7 DAYS A WEEK
SITES COVERING ALL WIND DIRECTIONS
SITES FOR NOVICE TO ADVANCED
PACKAGE DEALS FOR HANG GLIDING HOLIDAYS
TRANSPORT TO AND FROM SITES
FRIENDLY ADVICE
PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION
So If you want Winter Airtime or need some extra tuition to your flying skills:
CONTACT LEE SCOTT at Mid North Coast Gliders.
RMB Hannam Vale Rd, Lorne 2439. Phone (065) 569692

WINTER SPECIAL -

WEEKENDS WITH ACCOM. & MEALS & TUITION, from $80.
Agents for Moyes Gliders and Airborne Windsports .

C<:;c
For the 1ST Time Pilot
FEATURES
Excellent sink rate
Easy roll
Slow landing
Lightweight
Certified to British &
International standards
Competitively Priced
Spares available for the CALYPSO
and other AIRWAVE products
For information on the
Intermediate Glider
for 1 st Time pilots
contact Mark Mitsos
at

FUTURE
AIR SPORTS
46 George Ave, Bulli, NSW 2516

Ph. 042 674570
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I'm writing to all pilots about
the ever-increasing problem
of visiting pilots losing sites
for locals.
Around the mid north coast from Crescent Heads to Pacific Palms, we have a
tally of 27 sites covering every wind direction. These sites didn't just jump in
front of us, hard work of local pilots like
Gary Hazel, Craig Worth, Joe Scott, Bob
Cox, Reg Bament, John Richie and others
including myself, have had countless
talks to landowners who own the hills,
landowners that own the roads and landowners who own the bomb out fields.
People that have taken their own time
and fuel to "speak" tothe farmers who we
so dearly rely on to be able to FLY.
As you have seen in previous Skysailors,
there has been some attempts to compile
a site guide and naturally without success. You can see why pilots with good
sites are not overly keen to tell, it's a lot of
work and time to lose for one inconsiderate pilot that maybe won't be back again.

If you cannot contact a local pilot, you
must consider either taking the 'time' to
find out through the farmers at the bottom of the hill which paddocks you can
land in and also who owns the hill and
should there by anyone else to see that
they know of. Farmers are people like
you and I. Imagine a car full of people you
don't know driving into your backyard in
Sydney or anywhere. What would you
say? I know.
I can see the problems in areas where you
have pilots that have just learnt to soar
and don't have many choices as far as
sites go . At this stage, you're generally
super keen to go off anywhere for a fly.
Pilots at this stage need guidance from
Advanced pilots, but the problem they

encounter is who to see and where to go
and that's from Novice pilots I have
talked to.
Places like Buffalo, Bucklands Gap,
Stan well Park, Corryong, Mt. Tambourine and Coopla, they've heard of, so they
think "I'll go there". That's when problems start: not being able to evaluate
conditions etc; don't want to tell anyone
I'm just Hang 2 - they won't let me off.
Can you blame them sometimes?
So who is to blame? All of us. The pilot
that flies above his or her rated hill, the
pilot that flies a site and leaves gates open
and doesn't talk to the farmer or bother
asking a local pilot. Also the local pilots
for not giving any information. We must
share these sites and visiting pilots must
RESPECT the work done by the locals if
you ever want to fly in that area.
I feel, in conclusion, that all clubs should
send in a contact list, description of sites
and rating of sites, no maps needed because the contact list is the 'key' if they
want to fly. Then if a pilot still does the
wrong thing after being told the do's and
don't, action should then be taken by the
H.G .F.A .. What do you think Pres . Phil?
Something needs to be done to save the
sites that we do have left. Hiding them
doesn't help. They are found sooner or
later. Remember 'prevention is better
than cure'. So pilots, obey the country
code and take the time to SPEAK to landowners and local pilots and respect their
work and word.
The mid north coast gang welcomes pilots to fly in our abundant area, don't
make yourself an exception.
Bye for now
Lee & the
Mid North Coast Hang-Divers Assoc.

P.5. A contact list and site guide will be
given with this letter.
P.P.S. Your doing a great job with this
magazine Sue.

Phil's note: I couldn't agree with you
more Lee. There's nothing more depressing than seeing your own hard-won sites
lost by either irresponsible flyers or lack
of knowledge. So, for the very reasons
you mentioned, instead of compiling a
site guide, we have published a list of all
the clubs and contact numbers we can remember.
Pilots intending to visit new sites should
be made aware of the absolute necessity
for ringing the contact person for a particular area before visiting. Apart from
being considerate to the locals, it will
make new friends, (instead of enemies),
save time, money and make flying far
more pleasurable.
The listof clubs in this Skysailor is by no
means complete and I urge any not mentioned to contact Bernie, our administrator, with details.
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1WORLD CHAMPS 1988
MT BUFFALO
At a fantastically successful competition Australia produced not
only the World & Team Champions but also the FASTEST GLIDER.
Carl Braden, flying his FOIL RACER from Mt Buffalo, won the final
day with the highest speed recorded during the event.
This was despite the extremely adverse conditions with headwinds of over 25 mph in the landing area and cumulo-nimbus to 30,000'.

Fly the fastest glider in the world today

FLY FOIL RACER
FOIL 160 RACER IS CERTIFIED TO GUTESEIGEl STANDARD

1 / 189 PARKES ST

HELENSBURGH 2508
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VICTORIA'S
COASTAL
MECCA
REVISITED
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Nobby Area Sky Sailing Club

Pr~s Hank Van Raalte
072006194
Sec Gary Davie
.
..••
Meetings on last Monday night of the

QHGA inc

. SecPet~rd~ Mestre
· 073973593 H
Pres Mike Lewis
073512188 H
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AFTER reading Wes Hill's inspiring article on Victoria's Coastal Mecca I decided to pay a visit to this part of the
state's coast to see what we South Aussies
are missing out on.

Meetingswill be held in Shellharbour
pub on the first wed of each month.
. ..
Contact · Harry Docking (

062 587 625H
.... ••.•. .. Pres Bruno Wright
········ 062573510 H

;::~Ei':~:;kodIJ:564388 ·WkNSWH(2)(illt·

Sec Vicki James
Pres ·Tony Armstrong
02 4764848 H
Coming from Adelaide, the first site I
042942584
tried was Gibson's Steps near The Twelve
CIUb
>................ •.
Apostles. The sea breeze was only 10
lstFri9ayof€!achm6nth~[S.3ciprn .•.•. .•.•.•. ... . •. . . •. .
..... . ..
knots which is plenty for these vertical
DelailsiriSkysailor eacrymonth . ... ·
~~HGA
<i<··
cliffs. After flying several kilometres
nocontactas yet
..... .
along the coast and enjoying the view, I
Sec DavidKing
landed back at take off on the other side of . N Beaches H G Club (Sydney) .
08 791226 ·
the road away from rotors and so on.
. Contact .Chris South
02
Day2 was at Joanna, a surfing beach with
a cliff of about 500 ft. With the 20 knot
G Club <
wind that was blowing, 1,000 ft A.T.O. is
Pres & W()rld Champ Rick Duncan 049
Sec Peter Watts
quite possible. Once again, what a great
439599
002282123 · ·
view!
Sec AlexBoldyrew 049 631895
Day 3 and a light S.E. with the occasional
·MidNorthCoast HarW1Gliders·
light thermal at Mariner's Lookout meant
.
Assoc. ··
flying was once again possible. My
Lee
Scott
brother John and I then drove to the infaSec Harry Timtschenko
065569692
mous Spion which was cluttered with 20
03 7981673
Joe Scott
pilots. The conditions here were good for
••.• PresPetelWright
0656600:39
crossing the gap a few times which was
· · <03369201.6
fun.
AlbUryVlCJdOngatlLJb ·

SYdh~yftG

~~e;8~~4~~y0S

Ne~~astl~~

Day 4 was another ideal day at Spion with
the Victorian 'hotties' showing how high
banked wingovers are performed over
the traffic below.
.•
Day 5 and a take-off from mariners Lookout saw me at 2,100 ft . At this altitude it
was easy to cruise over to the caravan
park where we were staying and to land
on the oval.
•
Day 6. The last day of the trip was
wrapped up with a tandem flight with
John from Mariners Lookout in the
GTR162, with a two step landing on the
beach.
With six days out of six flyable, I can see
why this coast is a Mecca!
Colin Gibson

ContactTonY Dennis
060561654 .

CapricorIlSkyridersGlub .
ContactWclfwick Gill, .•••••.. ...•.....
Criterion Hotel, Rockhampton
079221225
Shane Newell
Yeppoon
079393769

Mt Wid gee area
Jack and Lyn Nash
071 834881

Byron Bay Skysurfers H G T W
Contact Ian Hird
066884203

HGAWA

.... S~c Danny Byrne
093281280
..PresMikeFarren
· 093621745

If we've missed you out please
send us details of names, contact
numbers and meetings.
This list will be printed in every
Skysailor from now on - probably
with a map next time.

Central Coast H G Club
Contact Gary Morphett
043846556
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CAPRICORN
SKYRIDERS
Capricorn Skyriders will be celebrating
its twentieth birthday soon and by then
we hope to have rekindled enthusiasm to
almost obscene proportions (like maybe
holding an agm every year).
In the meantime the fat boys of the club
are straining hard for a push start. So far
we've held a very successful Bicentennial
Games comp and the trophy thieves were
as follows:
Pylon Race
Gold :
Warwick Gill
Silver
Shane Newell
Bronze:
Adriaan Mulder
Spot Splat
Gold :
Brian Smith
Silver:
Pat Purcell
Bronze:
Warick Gill
Thanks again to all those who officiated.
Having made up the rules and supplied
the umpire I still didn't win BUT there is
still the Mt Helens Challenge to go.
Our May day social fly in at Eungella will
have been and gone when you read this.
With the booze, prizes and bullshit
awards it is doomed to be a great success
- on the ground at least. We hope to use
this as practice for organising a social
weekend flyer comp over the final stages
of the big Eungella week long comp this
year. That way those of us who can't
make the full-on comp will still have
something to look forward to.
Our club publican (not an elected officer
so NO, Rangie, you can't nominate), has
kicked off our monthly meetings again.
For the time being they will be in the
Criterion Hotel's Bear (?) Garten on Friday evenings. Ring Warwick Gill 079
221225 for specific dates.
Now that all you central Queensland pilots can see what we're doing, how about
digging into those cobweb covered wallets for your $10 annual membership!!
You should ALL remember that every
time you:
Attend a meeting
Go to a club barbeque
Fly in a club comp
Receive a club newsletter
Win a trophy
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Fly on an improved site (which all
of ours are)
Use the club tow system
It has cost someone in the club a lot of
TIME, EFFORT and MONEY.
Atthis point in time we aren't even financial enough to pay for postage so how
about it!
From the fattest club secretary in Australia
Shane Newell, Yeppoon
079393769

To help cater for the needs of pilots in the
greater Sydney area, we wish to announce the formation of the Sydney Hang
Gliding Club. Membership will be open
to all financial members of NSWHGA/
HGFA.
The aims of the Club are:1.
To provide an opportunity
for informal social gatherings and entertainment such as videos, pub crawls etc.
2.
To organise fun fly-ins,
towing weekends etc.
3.
To hold seminars to help
pilots (especially new members) learn
hang gliding theory.
4.
To provide new pilots with
a means of making contact with more

experienced members so they can gain
assistance with development of their
skills and experience.
The Club will be 'non-political' and will
stress the fun and social aspects of our
sport.
The first meeting will be held at Sports
House, 161, Gloucester St, Sydney (near
Circular Quay) on Tues, 17th May, commencing at 6.30 pm. and thereafter on the
2nd Tuesday of each month (probably at
a pub next time).
As the change-over date for the new rating system is the beginning of Aug. the
first few meetings will concentrate on
answering questions on the new ratings.
So if you'd like to help run the club or just
participate in the fun - come along. For
the first meeting, after a quick election of
office bearers, a question/answer session
on the Intermediate ratings will take
place, followed by a hang gliding video.
There will be copious quantities of alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages on sale
at bottle shop prices and some snacks.
To make the club work we need YOU. So
come along and help it happen. See you
there!
Rob de Groot

SOUTH COAST
HANG GLIDING CLUB
Yes, it's that time of year again when we
tend to reminisce on summer flying . Why
not do it with friends? The South Coast
club is kicking off again! We still have the
best sites so let's get into them this winter.
Meetings will be held in Shellharbour
pub on the first wed of each month. The
initial meeting is on the 4th of May at
2000hrs. On the agenda will be:
- the election of the club committee
- a discussion on the workings of the
new rating system
- a discussion on the winter pointscore
- the organisation of tow equipment
• So come along and meet all the local
pilots, sign up for the winter pointscore,
sell or buy equipment, give or get some

SKYSAILOR

Membership fees arenowdueas from the
beginning of the year and are still $10.00.
The venue for the meeting is still the
Beenleigh Rum Distillery in the Bosuns
Bar. We have the whole bar to ourselves
and so far it is working out really well. If
you enjoy having a friendly, social drink
with fellow pilots and a rave about hang
gliding then come along on the last
Monday night of the month at 7.30 pm.
Hope to see you there or up on the hill.
FLY HIGH
The Nobby Club met again at the Distillery. We didn't have a large turn out due
probably to the Widgee compo We hope
those that went had some good flying
before the weather went soggy.
Those that were at the meeting had an
informative night with a brush up on the
questions for the advanced rating.
Tha,illks to Mike Zupanc.

flying tips, meet your local safety officers
and examiners, halt the Intermediate
syndrome, perform other miracles etc.
and have a good time in good company.
In case of a venue change please phone
me on 967796 hm or 564388 wk prior to
the meeting. I have included a list oflocal
pilots so check your name but if I've
missed you come anyway.
Enjoy your flying this winter
Harry Docking
Local pilots:
Jim Nathanial
Bruce Stenekes
Simon Regan
Graeme Cox
Teena Stubbings
Andrew Lavers
Paul Lynch
Frederick Hollis
Barry Potter
Douglas Joyce
Andrew Judd
Bruce Mcleish
Scott Berry
Kenneth Judd
Kerry Suttonberg
Mark Smith
Wayne Beckenham

Scott Cam pbell
Tim Van Ruetzen
Alan Moore
Paul Murdoch
Shirley Stevenson
Greg Johnson
Paul Kean
Trevor Jones

NOBBY NOTES
Shock, horror, a 'Nobby Notes' . Yes, it is
true, the Nobby Area Sky Sailing Club is
still going strong. This year is going to be
even better. At the first meeting for 1988,
elections were held for the new Committee members for the year. The new
Committee is now President, Hank Van
Raalte; Vice President, Marie Jeffrey;
Secretary, Gary Davie; Treasurer, Barry
Edwards and Competition Director,
Geoff Tulloch.
For those of you who missed the meeting,
the X/C maps are now being stored at
Geoff's place. So when you get home
from aX/C give him aring. Therearealso
a few more incentives for a X/C flight
than last year so come to the next meeting
and check them out. With the weather
being over developed most weekends,
pilots are still clocking up hours with a
few even getting over the back, so get
your gliders out of the garage and get up
the hill.
Pilots wishing to fly the NW launch at
Killarney are asked to ring the land
owners - D. Brosnans (076) 641 492.

Beacause of unusually bad X/C flying
weather since the beginning of the year,
kilometres being clocked up aren't as
high as usual, giving other pilots a chance
to catch up this winter.
I'll have the run down on who's coming
where next month. Remember - to qualify
for awards at the end of the year you must
be a financial member for six months. It' s
only $10 and the majority of that goes
towards your Christmas party.
Good news for pilots flying Tambourine
and Rosins - when the new airport
opened, so too did our height limits
change around Tambourine and Rosins.
Basically we now have 4000 ASL at Tambourine thanks to all those involved. So
get yourself a new Visual Terminal Chart
and familiarise yourself with the new
height limits. We could probably arrange
to get a few for those who want them at
the next meeting.
Another issue brought up at the meeting
was ambulance cover which has different
levels so check yours to make sure you are
covered for the area you fly, and not just
where you live. We all know that flying is
safer than driving a car, who knows you
might have a stack driving up the mountain.
That's about it for now. See you at the
Beenleigh Rum Distillery on the last
Monday night of the month at 7.30pm.
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rips or tears or bent tubes . Flight
instruction available also. $1200.
2 CB RADIOS. One K40 and one
similar. $100 each. Ph Dermot (02) 522
8389.
GYRO 1 180 (Nov). Mylar LE inserts,
new wires, good cond, $950.
APRON HARNESS, $50. Ph Wayne
065660521.
FOIL 165 (Int). White LE, red/gold U/S,
gpod cond, $1200 ono. Phone Peter 02
9180773.

NSW
FOIL 150B RACER PLUS (Int) with
Kevlar T/E, longer LE sleeves, fully
airfoiled, speed wires, crimson mylar
LE, lumo yellow U/S. $2950 You will
not find a better handling, better
performing glider at the price. Exc
condo Phone Phil for a test fly 02560
8773
POD. Stanwell Soaring, green, suit
5'10" with parachute, $500.
BALL 651 Vario/altimeter, with compass
$600.
Backpack COCOON, blue, as new,
$150.
GTR 162 (Int). Exc cond, red LE, blue
U/S, $1800, includes tow bridle.
AM CB radios. 40 ch K40 and Tandy 6
ch 5W plus aerials. Offers? Contact
Colin 02 542 3025 W or 025273106
AH
BANDIT (Nov) Suit Novice pilot. First to
see will buy this brand new glider, has
been in storage since test flight !
Marsha is giving HG the big miss so is
selling her glider. I flew my Bandit at
Stanwell and it performs as well as any
similar glider. Don't miss this chance
for a new glider for only $1000 ono.
Phone Steve/Marsha at 042 942404
Coastal Tourer 170 (Nov). Very good
cond, only 7 mths old, won't last at this
price, $1300. Ph Graham or Steve on
025277498 AH.
Prone Stirrup HARNESS (brand new)
for sale suit 6' pilot $60 042 967796
METEOR 150 (Int). Oldie but a goodie!
$4500no
30

Set of hang glider ROOF RACKS,
heavy duty, suit Combi or similar,
padded roller bearings for easy on/off
$80 ono Ph Joe 02 949 1720
Moyes MARS 150 (Nov) . Brand new,
blue LE, pink sail, $1500 Ph Martin 02
5436227
PROBE 2175 (Int). One of last four
ever made. Yellow LE, blue UlS, ex
cond $1050 ono. Mark Barnfield 02 661
3609
PARACHUTE, Flight Designs $250
AFRO X/C 8000 Vario/ASI/Altimeter.
Top of range model, exc cond, very
reliable $800 ono
BUG Harness. Suit 5'7", grey/orange
$320.
Phone Carl Braden 042 942052
GTR 162 (Int) . Blue LE, red/white U/S,
good cond, no flutter, $800.
COASTAL TOURER CT170 (Nov). Red,
blue and white, tight sail, good cond
$7000no. Ph (043) 321068 Ph (043)
321068
FOIL 160B RACER (Int). Crimson LE,
lilac, gold and white TE, speed bar,
faired uprights and kingpost etc. Only
10 hrs flying since new (late Dec '87).
Ex cond, new price $3800, must sell
due to financial reasons, $3000.
POD HARNESS Med to large size,
black with pastel stripes, low hours and
ex cond, $200. Ph 042943004
GYRO 2 160 (Nov). Perfect handling,
lightweight, light handling for light
people learning. Dual flying instruction
with certified instructor on certified glider
included in the price. $1500.
GYRO 2 180 (Nov). Used cond obut no

FOIL 165 (Int). High performance for
low price, green, blue, yellow, no
flutters, all dacron sail, buying Racer,
$1300.
UHF RADIO, brand new, never used,
Electrophone TX 475 h. held. $500
CB K40 radio with aerial $80
Realistic h. held 6ch 5watt, rechargeable batteries, charger, trailing aerial
and extension mike, $100. Ph 063
421672
FULL RACE MAGIC 4 166 (Int). Exc
cond, low hours, superb state of art
glider, red mylar LE, white main, gold U/
S, airfoil tubes and spares, $3000 ono .
Contact Phil 042 942052 W or 042
942919 AH
AFRO CUMULUS 8000 Vario/altimeter.
Near new. $625. Ph 025293583.
SABRE 177 (Int). Very tight sail, factory
fitted compensator, speed bar, spare Aframe, good cond, must be sold, sell to
best offer.
Also BAROGRAPH. Brand new JAP
type . Best offer. Phone Gary 02 580
8195
Moyes MARS 170 (Nov) with apron
harness. Good glider rarely flown.
$900. Prefer swap with BSA Bantam
rigid frame . Phone Bill Davidson 02484
2211
Mars 170 (Nov). Great cond, orange LE,
white mainsail. $1050 ono
Mars 190 (Nov) Mylar LE, great handling and condition, good for tandem or
big fella $1100 ono Contact Lee Scott
065569692
PA Deluxe COCOON. Flush parachute
container and ballast bag, red orange
and yellow, good condo $100. Phone
029586261
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GTR Full Race 162 (Int). As new, low
hours, exc cond, white top, pink and
blue U/S. $2900. Ph 067323306 AH
067323780 BH.
Moyes METEOR 170 (Int) in exc condo
Double surface sail in blue and yellow
colours . Recently fine tuned and all bits
changed. Flies well $650 ono Ph
Henning 029232536
WANTED reliable varia . Will pay up to
$350. Phone Pete 065 627710
BODY BAG Harness. Yellow with
broken but functional (just) zip. Suit
small pilot. $100. Ph 02 909 1756
SKYSAILOR Back Issues. I have spare
copies of most from June 86 to July 87.
It you want one send a stamped selfaddressed Skysailor-sized envelope to
Geoff Martin, 65 Glover St, Mosman
NSW 2088 or phone 02 909 1756 to
find out if I have the one you want.
MARS 170 (Nov). Red LIE with mylar
inserts, white sail, black U/S, very good
cond, $1200 ono. Ph Ben Leonard 02
621 8819.
MARS 150 (Nov). Dark blue LE, fluoro
orange TE, as new cond, owner moving
to Mission 150 $1500. Ph Sonja 049
632547 AH, 049 685223
Moyes MISSION 170 (Nov). 6 mths old,
very good cond, $2100. Ph Steve 02
5974272
CT 170 (Nov). Good cond, $1100 Ph
049682605
FOIL 150 Kevlar Ultra Racer (Int).
Brand new, assembled Easter '88, with
the finish, performance and handling
you would expect from Enterprise
Wings sailmaker, Alan Daniels, own
glider. Ring for details on 042 942919
AH or 042 942 052 BH .

SA
FOIL 160B (Int) Fully airfoiled, VB,
speed bar, extremely light handling, exc
cond, $2450.
Cocoon HARNESS, blue, very good
cond, $120 Ph 08381 6732 AH
BODY BAG Harness with tow loops,
red, fits approx 178 cm tall pilot. $290.
Birgit 08 271 4172 AH

Moyes GTR 162 Racer (Int). $2800.
Ph 08 384 5742
FOIL 170B FULLY OPTIONED RACER
(Int). Only 4 mths old, light blue LIE and
U/S, touch of pink. Top performer. Ph
Julius Makk 08 261 1902

QLD
Airborne Windsports TRIKE. 377 Rotax
gear drive, GT 170 wing, double
sleeved everywhere, box trailer rack,
$4500. Ph John 071 429401
GTR (Int). Yellow flouro LE, green U/S,
white TE, good cond, $1400. Call Alain
Devauchelle 075 573490
GTR Racer 162 (Int). Top cond, 7mths
old $2700. Ph Mike Zupanc 07 814
3044
WEDGE 3 160 (Nov). Single surface,
easy handling, exc. beginners glider,
fair cond, $700 ono. Contact Steven
Stewart, Ocean View Caravan Park,
Maleny Rd, Landsborough Old 4552.
FOIL 160B (Int). Yellow/orange U/S,
red LIE, fully foiled. 9 mths old, exc
condo $2250
Medium COCOON harness $140
L1TEK VARIO and Thommen AL TIMETER in fibreglass pod. $320 ono.
Contact Gary Ninnes AH 08 381 6732

VIC
MISSION 170 (Nov). Colour scheme
same as Mission ad . Great cond, only
30hrs airtime, forced to sell due to job
commitments $1900 or $2000 inc
cocoon harness. Ph Rolf AH 03 368
1111 ext 1884.
Powered Hang Glider, Airborne Windsports TRIKE and ARROW wing,
absolutely new cond, low hours, high
performance (70mph, 1200fpm), 2 place
capability , Rotax 447, 12v regulator,
instruments, 3 props, long range fuel
tank, $7500. 037444578
Airborne TRIKE, 210 wing, Rotax,
water-cooled 532, instruments and tow
gear, PA Bullet chute, trailor, $8600
ono. Ph Errol 07 800 2766
COCOON Harness with parachute,
Moyes backpack, black with white, blue
and pink trim. Suit 165cm height. Good
as new, will separate chute from
harness. $400. Ph Stuart 03 874 6403

KEA II 160 (Int). NZ made (HP/Hermes
cross) . Good cond,VB, US tubing,
metal cloth trailing edge panel, leach
line, silver LIE, rainbow blue and white
UlS, competed at Worlds, $1800. Ph
Carl Driessen 059 786388
FOIL 165 (Int). In exc cond, only 20 hrs
flying time, with di-pole aerial, speed
bar, manual and batten profile. Owner
getting out of sport and keen to sell so
will consider anything around $1200.
Will throw in all Skysailors since 1982
and other literature. Ph Brendan 03 211
1711 AH
Skytrek PROBE 2 165 (Int). Suit Int.
pilot buying first double surface. Blue
with white TIE. Sail is tight and flies real
well. This is a low price for a good
machine. Have purchased new glider
and will negotiate on price. $600 ono.
Phone Noel 03 293466 AH
GTR 162 (Int). Red LIE and TIE, white
main and U/S. Lovely looking glider
and in very good condo No flutters
$22000no. Ph Tony Klemm 052
441587 after 6pm .
FOIL 160B RACER (Int). Low airtime,
perfect cond $3200. Ph 03 583 3280
Skytrek GYRO 180 (Nov). Black LIE,
rainbow upper surface insert, yellow TI
E, straight and in very good cond ,
comes with cocoon harness, helmet
carabiner and hang loops, hand fairings ,
Hall ASI, R/rack tie downs - ideal
beginners package $1100.
Moyes POD HARNESS, exc cond , used
three times, silver upper, black lower
half, suit pilot about 5'8" height $330.
Ph Mike Fuery on 03434 6389

SKYSAILOR
NEEDS MORE
PHOTOS!
So e'mon, raid you photo
drawers and send in any
interesting or amusing
photos.
(in focu$,please, and
preferably black and white,
but colour prints or slides
will do),

We'll send 'em baek to you
when we've used them.
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"Did you see that!!!"
"See what?"
"Those Moyes GTR's of course:'
"Where?"
'Those ones that are leading by a country mile. It's
getting bloody monotonous; did you know that the
GTR's have won the last five championships!"
"Oh Yeah?"

"Yeah and that includes the N.SW. titles, the Flatlands,
Freestyle Comp., Lawrence Hargraves Int. and both
the team and individual World Championship Titles."
"Well , better not hang around in an also ran:'
"Yeah, phone the "Moyes Boys" and they'll personally
fix you up with a World Championship Glider. ..
It feels better being first! "

The World Championship GHder.
Moyes Califo rni a 2202 1 Covello St.,
California 9 1303. Tel: (81 8) 887 336 1 Fax: (818) 70 2 0612

Moyes Delta Gliders P/L., 173 Bronte Rd. Waverl ey.2024 N.SW. Australia
Te l: (02) 3 8 75 114 FAX: (02) 387 4472

